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1 Introduction  
 
1.1 Issues with existing cryptocurrency 
implementations 
 
Cryptocurrencies today, even large ones, have many flaws that need to be 
addressed in order to improve the cryptocurrency scene as a whole. The most 
apparent issues with a cryptocurrency can easily be seen with the largest 
implementation of cryptographically secure currencies, Bitcoin. In Bitcoins birth, 
transaction fees were low and transaction times were good enough that services 
and merchants could receive their Bitcoin in around 10 minutes. (according to 
Bitcoins block time) However, recently Bitcoins network has been subject to a 
plethora of problems. Bitcoins current block size is 1 MB, and currently that block 
size is not sufficient for the transaction load Bitcoin has, causing transactions to be 
1 to 2 hours before said coins can be spent. This causes the unconfirmed 
transaction skyrocket, at some times 300K transactions unconfirmed for hours on 
end. Another prevalent issue is Bitcoins transaction fees, costing some times 10 to 
20 USD to send a transaction at the writing of this paper. These major problems, 



among other issues make Bitcoin less and less of a usable currency each day. This 
is further shown by multiple merchants such as the digital video game platform 
Steam dropping Bitcoin as a form of payment due to it’s fees, transaction times and 
unstable price. It now has become clear, if Bitcoin does not update its core code to 
fix these issues, Bitcoin will become an unusable currency. Due to this issue, other 
cryptocurrency implementations have been released, such as Ethereum, and 
Litecoin. However these cryptocurrencies may soon fall into the same trap as 
Bitcoin has. Ethereums transaction times sometimes increase due to high network 
load, as well as increasing fees as Ethereums USD price increases. In the future as 
Ethereum becomes more widely adopted, this could become a major issue. 
Litecoin as well, is very prone to gaining the same issues as Bitcoin currently has. 
Since Litecoin is a soft fork of Bitcoin, except with minor parameters changed such 
as lower block time, maximum supply and other parameters, along with the 
replacement of SHA-256 being the hashing algorithm to Scrypt. However, Litecoin 
transaction times can sometime increase due to high load. 
 
Other cryptocurrencies as well suffer from these core software issues as well. A 
larger in some cases issue than core limits to a cryptocurrencies code is the said 
cryptocurrencies ecosystem. Many cryptocurrencies suffer, even competent ones, 
are heavily crippled by their lack of ecosystem. Lack of viable use cases and 
merchants for is a large issue, but basic ease of use ecosystem cases are also 
missing from many cryptocurrencies. Vital things to an ease of use of a 
cryptocurrency such as a web wallet, or a mobile wallet are often missing from a 
currency's ecosystem, including to some even major cryptocurrencies. Things such 
as payment plugins, and developer software (PHP libraries, lack of RPC wallet 
JSON API documentation, lack of documentation for many softwares associated 
with said cryptocurrency, etc) are also usually missing or at the least very lacking. 
This often makes the cryptocurrencies ecosystem and growth as a whole heavily 
crippled, as developers either won’t know how to make tools for said currency, or 
won’t bother as there isn’t tools or correct (or any at times) documentation for 
tools/software. All of these issues as a whole, cripple any cryptocurrency project, 
and often the developers do not address these issues, or fix them, leading to the 
inevitable destruction of said currency. 



 

2 Problems addressed in the core Eurobit 
software 
 

● Transaction times and transaction fees 
 
One of the largest issues with Bitcoin, is the transaction speeds and fees. 
Merchants are dropping Bitcoin off their platform due to this, and its the first issue 
that was addressed in the Eurobit core client. Transaction times are a maximum of 
two minutes, and fees will most likely be much lower than a cent, even with large 
price increases. In the event that transaction fees become too high (0.10 USD or 
above is what the Eurobit core team thinks is a too high transaction fee) we will do 
a hard fork update to decrease the transaction fee. As such, we have successfully 
tackled and solved an issue with many coins, transaction times and transaction 
fees. 
 

● Ecosystem  
 
The most popular cryptocurrency, Bitcoin, as of now has the most developed 
ecosystem. There are web wallets and mobile wallets for it, payment plugins, etc. 
Bitcoins ecosystem is a good example of a somewhat well developed ecosystem. 
However, as stated previously in the paper, Bitcoins high transaction times and 
fees may impede or overall destroy the ecosystem. Merchants have been dropping 
Bitcoin from their service, such as Steam, and it is not a wild assumption for one to 
assume that more merchants may drop Bitcoin as a means of payment on their 
service. This large issue will one day be the downfall of Bitcoin unless there is 
changes to the core client. Other cryptocurrencies however, do not have this issue, 
at least in the severity of Bitcoins transaction time/fee issue. However, some of 
them are still prone to the same issue, such as Litecoin and Ethereum. Even 
cryptocurrencies that do not face this issue on a large scale, or at all, most likely 
have a very undeveloped ecosystem, with a majority being left without payment 



plugins, web/mobile wallets and other vital ecosystem additions. This usually 
cripples a cryptocurrency, and in some cases has lead to severe semi-permanent 
price drops. Eurobit, on the other hand, during Q1 and Q2 of 2018 (possibly 
extended if need be) will be majority improving its ecosystem with vital things 
such as a web wallet, payment plugins and developer tools (library's for Eurobit in 
multiple languages, RPC wallet documentation, etc) and more. Such information 
will be covered in more detail in the Eurobit roadmap. 

 
● Stability  

 
Coins, such as Bitcoin, and essentially every coin can are in most cases have been 
victim or have had extremely large price dips and gains within days, or possibly 
days on end. This is also a very prevalent issue as if the price of any given coin is 
too unstable, a consumer and the average user may be hesitant to store value in any 
given coin, a merchant will most likely not accept it as payment due to their profits 
either plummeting or rising rapidly within days, and traders will most likely not 
store any profit in said coin due to the coins value fluctuating. The Eurobit core 
team has done some work and changes to address this issue, one of which is all 
coins being mined in 5 years, meaning that after the block reward has been all 
mined the price may be more stable as no more coins are being minted. A more in 
depth look into this issue will not be covered in the whitepaper, but the Eurobit 
Value Stability proposition, which will come soon after the whitepaper. 
 
 

● Anonymity  
 
A very pressing issue with Bitcoin and other cryptocurrency implementations are 
the lack of anonymity in transactions and wallet history. Meaning that if an address 
were to ever be linked to you, essentially your financial history would be 
connected to you. Not having anonymity also makes any given coin not fungible, 
as one could see where coins came from, and if they did not like coins coming 
from a certain address, they could not allow payments from said address. Eurobit 



on the other hand, to solve this issue, we adopted the cryptonote protocol, making 
no two transactions linkable, and wallet history cannot be used. This protocol 
essentially makes Eurobit much more fungible than any currency that is not 
anonymous. 

 
 
3 Conclusion 
 
Not only does the core Eurobit code solve many issues that are software related, 
but its ecosystem will soon be better than that of other more popular 
cryptocurrency implentations. 
 
 
 
Please note: in newer versions of this whitepaper, everything is subject to change 
or be added to. 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 


